Abbreviations List for the
Bibliography of Isaiah Berlin’s Publications
Compiled by Henry Hardy
(Wolfson College, Oxford)

The abbreviations listed here appear in Henry Hardy’s original bibliography (see PDF), and many also appear in The IB Catalogue on the Isaiah Berlin Online website.

All books (listed here with date of first publication and publication details of current editions) are by IB unless otherwise indicated; abbreviations for subsequent editions add the relevant arabic numeral, so that, e.g., RT2 is the 2nd edition of RT; page references are given by plain number, followed after an oblique stroke by the note number if relevant (e.g. AC2 138/1 = Against the Current, 2nd ed., p. 138, note 1).

A+ Supplementary letters, 1975–1997, online in IBVL
B+ Supplementary letters, 1960–1975, online in IBVL

E+ Supplementary letters, 1946–1960, [online in IBVL](https://ibvl.org/)


F+ Supplementary Letters, 1928–1946, [online in IBVL](https://ibvl.org/)

FEL  *Four Essays on Liberty* (1969), superseded by L


IB  Isaiah Berlin

IBVL  The Isaiah Berlin Virtual Library


OM  George Crowder and Henry Hardy (eds), *The One and the Many: Reading Isaiah Berlin* (2007: Amherst, NY, Prometheus)


MSB  Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Berlin (by shelfmark/folio, e.g. MSB 325/56 = MS. Berlin 325, fo. 56)


Vico and Herder: Two Studies in the History of Ideas (1976), superseded by TCE